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In remembrance: Dr. Jonathan H a g o o d
Miles Pruitt
C a m p u s C o -E d i t o r

Dr. Jonathan Hagood, the
Associate Dean for Teaching
and Learning who served
in a variety of roles at Hope
College, died unexpectedly
on Sept. 18.
He was 43. There was a
tangible sense of sadness
and grief on the campus. Dr.
Hagood was a well-respected
professor and administrator
here at Hope.
“W e ’re mourning the loss
of a treasured and dedicated
friend and colleague, and
grieve especially for his
loved ones,” said the Rev. Dr.
Dennis Voskuil, President of
Hope College.
He went on to say this
about Hagood: “His service
to Hope reflects his many
talents and his diverse array
of interests.
His passion for effective
teaching,
vocational
discernment,
and
the
relationship between faith
and scholarship benefitted
many at the college and

Hagood was the leader of
the team that developed an
initiative at Hope, funded
by Lilly Endowment Inc.,
to help churches develop
programs for calling and
vocation, while also serving
as the faculty liaison for the
2018 Lilly Fellows Program
National Conference.
He also was a key member
of the task force that
developed the plan for the
Boerigter Center for Calling
and Career.
He
mentored
many
students, weorking alongside
them in collaborative or
independent
research
A UNEXPECTED LOSS— The Hope community is still projects.
reeling this week from Jonathan Hagood’s passing.
One of those students,
Megan Clark, shared her
beyond and will continue to directed the college’s Faith thoughts on his passing on
and Scholarship Discussion facebook: “I am speechless.
do so for years to come.”
Jonathan Hagood was my
Hagood was a member Series.
Hagood received many advisor, mentor, professor,
of the History faculty since
awards during his time at and friend.He singlehandedly
2008.
He was also director Hope, which included the crafted my course path at
of the Senior Seminar 2017 Provost’s Award for Hope College, and I would
program, chair of the Service to the Academic have been lost without him.
Wh e n Hope College tried to
music department, and co Program.

take away my scholarships
because I exceeded the credit
level needed to graduate,
Jonathan wrote a letter of
recommendation explaining
my circumstances. I was
able to stay in school. Please
pray for his students, friends,
colleagues, and family. W e
are allhurting.”
He is survived by many
members of his family,
including his wife, children,
and parents. His visitation
was held on Friday at the
Third Reformed Church, 111
W. 13th St., Holland.
A funeral ceremony was
held on Saturday at Third
Reformed Church. The Rev.
Kent Fry and the Rev. Dr.
Trygve Johnson officiated.
Memorial contributions
can be made to Third
Reformed Church, 111 W.
13th St. Holland, 49423.
Continue to be in prayerfor
the Hagood family. Hope
College is moving into
another week but grief is still
present.

9 5 Stories remaking c a m p u s c o m m u n i t y
Miles Pruitt
C a m p u s C o -E d t i o r

95 Stories is a group
that has worked tirelessly
to bring attention to many
cases of discrimination and
prejudice against people of
all races, sexual orientations
and genders on Hope's
campus. The group recently
had a meeting with several
administrators. One member
said that “itwent very well. “
The group was founded
in 2017 by Jashua K a m and
DeVante Cosby to combat
discrimination
against
people of color and LGBT
students.
The group has
gained
many
followers
since its inception. They are
combating the 95 stories of
discrimination on Hope’s
campus, hence the name. But
there are many other stories
of discrimination that have
yet to be heard. They are
working towards viewing the
entire picture.
They have been trying to
address these issues with
their eight proposals and
testified to the necessity of

W

REFLECTING ON LAST YEAR S TEAM - Love Thy

each and every one. After the
meeting, Veronicsa Vance,
one of the leaders of the
2018 95 Stories, said "If you
are harassed and assaulted,

either physically or verbally,
a step to take is to report to
Vanessa Green, Dr. TrentBrown and Sara Dorer (the
title 9 director). They won't

Neighbors Day was an event on April 14, 2018.
actually do anything about 95 Stories believes that
it, but they want specific “everyone deserves to have
reports to build history on their voice heard in the
specific people before they sphere of Hope College. “
In the past Hope College
confront them.”
has
struggled to address
The group plans to meet
these
issues, but 95 Stories is
with the Board of Trustees
slowly
changing the campus.
in October. They also plan
to write a letter to the board “Our goal is to make Hope
stating some of their needs College a more inclusive
and
recommendations place for students of color
for further revision and and LGBT students to feel
recommended action with more comfortable. W e feel
that we are making progress.”
their proposals.
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Mr. Rogers visits the neighborhood

ope

A m a n d a Olson

Today
Career Panel -Operations
In Graves Hall at Winants Auditorium
and Gallery, from 3 to 4 p.m., a panel
of professionals of various firms will
be speaking on the field of opera
tions and what a career in marketing
entails. Students are asked to dress
business casual.

Thursday
S A C Coffee House
At the Jim and Marie Bultman Student
Center, in the Program Area from 8 to
11 p.m., the Student Activities Com
mittee will be holding their weekly
coffee house. Attendees can expect
live entertainment that ranges from
dances to live musis. Refreshments
will be available for purchase.

Friday
Swing Dance
From 7 to 9 p.m., at the Jim and
Marie Bultman Student Center, in
the Program Area, the Swing Club
will be hosting their weekly swing
dance. Students can expect to learn a
variety of dances including waltz and
line dances, and are invited to come
regardless of skill level.

In B rief

WRITERS’
VISIT
Tomorrow, at the Martha Miller
Center for Global Communication, in
the Fried Hemenway Auditorium at
3:30 p.m., professional fiction writers
Matthew Baker and Kathleen McGookey
will be holding a Q&A session. Both
are highly decorated. Baker is a Hope
alumnus, having graduated in 2008,
before going on to recieve an MFA from
Vanderbilt University.. McGookey isalso
a Hope graduate,.having graduated
in 1989, then receiving her MFA from
Western Michigan University.
Everyyear,a reading isdone inhonor
of Tom Andrews, who was a 1984 Hope
graduate who went on to be a legendary
writer and poet. Baker and McGookey
will also be holding a reading of some
of theirworks tomorrow, in honor of this
tradition, which is called the Jack Ridl
Visiting Writers Series. This reading will
take place tomorrow from 7 to 9 p.m.
in the Jack Miller Center for Musical
Arts, in the John and Dede Howard
Recital Hall. A live performance by the
college’s Contemporary Jazz Ensemble
will precede the event, beginning at
6:30 p.m. For more information, visit
calendar.hope.edu.

MARGARETGLASPY
PERFORMANCE
This upcoming Friday, contemporary
Indie and alternative singer Margaret
Glaspy will be holding a concert at 8
p.m., at the Knickerbocker Theater, as
part of the College’s concert series.
Originally

from

Red

Bluff,

California, Glaspy began her career
in 2010, serving as the lead vocalist
and guitarist for The Fundies, which
included Bridget Kearney and Rachael
Price. Since signing with ATO Records
and going solo In 2012, Glaspy has
done performances all over the world,
while collaboratimg with some of indie
rock’s biggest names.
Tickets will be $5 for students,
and $15 for regular adults. For more
information, visit calendar.hope.edu, or
visit the Knickerbocker Theater, on 8th
Street, right here in Holland.
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This past weekend students
viewed the story of Fred Rogers
in the 2018 documentary "Won't
You Be M y Neighbor?” The
documentary was hosted by
SAC and offered excellent insight
into the revered television host.
The Morgan Neville film was
shown in the Bultman Student
Center Theater. Intertwining
American history with the
creation and climax of Rogers’
show presented how differentthe
social climate was over 40 years
ago. The documentary leaves the
audience with an appreciation of
what Mr. Rogers did and offered
contemplation about the way one
views themselves.
The documentary received
criticalacclaim, providing crucial
insightinto how the environment
around children influences them.
Fred Rogers,, who passed in 2003
at the age of 84, originally set
on becoming a pastor, decided
that television could potentially
become a tool to teach young
children about lifeand itslessons.
His technique was radical, and
his methods were simple; Fred
Rogers changed and influenced a
new generation, slowly coaching
them on the socio-political
climate of the late 60’s and early
70’s.
The film offered happy
moments, but there were also

WONT YOU
BE
NEIGHBOR?
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TV L ine

A KIND FACE — The friendly face of children’s public television for several
decades continues as an icon of peaceful cooperation.
moments ofstrainand realization.
During the production of the
first episode in 1968, many
television executives were not
considerate of the effect their
programs had on young minds.
This film wasn’t just created
to enlighten an old television
program; it was designed to
illuminate that teaching young
minds matter as well, and it is
something that all adults have
to acknowledge. Children are

moldable and, ifnottaken careof,
can cause destructive
behavior to
r
themselves and'the environment
around them.
The documentary provides
insight on the importance of
faith and how simple values can
be implemented into everyday
life. Fred Rogers strived to
be an example of this simple
philosophy. This documentary
is certain to enlighten and
encourage audience members

of all walks of life to ponder the
meaning of childhood.
Often we get attached to
shows and movies that represent
childhood, holding a special
place in our hearts, almost
never reaUzing how those final
moments create our character.
Mister Rogers Neighborhood
offers unique insight on what
children need to hear to grow
and learn; we all could learn
something from Mister Rogers.

G L O B E hopes to change status quo
Miles Pruitt

students.
DeVante Cosby, a senior
Past and current students who identifies as queer,
at Hope who have identified claims that he originally
as part of the LGBTQ+ believed that Hope would
community have struggled have been more accepting
to find a group on campus of his sexuality, emphasizing
due to the fact that official that this has not been the
student organizations cannot case.
Cosby was accepted after
openly advertise themselves
as L G B T Q + due to certain applying with a personal
statement that clearly stated
“rules and policies”.
G L O B E hopes to change that he was a gay-identifying
this by allowing L G B T Q + student - but his experience
students
to
express has been less-than-stellar.
themselves through spoken
Cosby claims that he has
homophobia
word, poetry, dance, and experienced
heteronormativity
other forms of artistic and
expression , forming close- countless times at Hope, but
knit relationships along the luckily, he was able to find
way with students that they G L O B E during his freshman
can relate to.
year, having participated in
G L O B E is the unofficial the organization ever since.
organization for L G B T Q +
students here at Hope
College; it is a space where
many students can feel safe
and out of harm's way on a
campus that many view as
anti-LGBTQ+.
Because of the fact that
they are not recognized as an
official student group by the
College, funding has been
one of the main issues that
the organization has faced
throughout the years.
Despite this, G L O B E has
continuously offered support
and a safe space for L GBTQ+
C

ampus

C o -E d i t o r

The College has tried to
implement groups to discuss
these issues of sexuality and
acceptance on campus, but
many L GBT Q + students do
not feel comfortable in these
spaces.
G R A C ES (which stands for
Growing Respect, Authentic
Community & Education
on Sexuality), for example,
has been a dialogue group
created by the College.
Several students who
identify as part of the
L G B T Q + community here
at Hope, but wish to remain
anonymous, have expressed
that they see this group
as more of a threat than a
realistic opportunity to create
a more inclusive campus.
These students did not quite

share why this was the case,
only that this is the reality.
For now, G L O B E is the
only option for LGBTQ+
students that seek to join a
student group of like-minded
individuals, but there are
people at work to change this.
There are a multitude
of students on campus
that hope that GLOBE
will one day become an
officially-recognized student
organization and not just a
hush-hush group of students.
Many G L O B E members,
however, are hopeful that
Hope will eventually move
the traditional needle and
become more fully invested
in creating a more inclusive
campus
for
LGBTQ+
students.

s~ 62018 - N a t i o n /w o r l d Kavanaugh investigation intensifies
Cameron Geddes
S

taff
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The potential nomination of
Judge Brett Kavanaugh to the
Supreme Court has maintained
its headline momentum for
three
consecutive
weeks.
What was once a semi-routine
procedure, such as what took
place during the nomination
of Justice Neil Gorsuch, has
become a spectacle pushing the
limits of civil political dispute.
Originally
discussed
in
the September 12 edition
of the Anchor, Kavanaughs
nomination is no new political
controversy. While original
objections
to
Kavanaughs
nomination originally centered
on line-item political stances
such as immigration and
religious liberty, that appears to
no longer be the case. Concerns
over the potential overturn of
Roe v. Wade faded as questions
of racial
profiling
were
raised. These concerns were
championed by Senator Cory
Booker (D-N.J.) as he called for
the release of emails concerning
Kavanaughs position on the
subject. Despite the documents
originally being classified as
confidential, Booker announced
on Thursday, September 6 that
his office would be releasing
the documents to the public
at whatever legal cost it would
bring him, declaring itto be his
“Spartacus” moment. Things
became further complicated
as news outlets learned the
documents
had
already

attempted to sexually assault her
during a high school party. The
legitimacy of her claims are the
flashpoint that the nomination
hinges on. Republicans, who
have a vested interest in
the hearings proceeding as
normal, are the driving force
for a potential investigation to
happen quickly and decisively.
Democrats,
however,
are
incentivized to stall the hearings
as much as possible in the
name of sensitivity. The Senate
Judiciary Committee has, at the
time of this writing, come to an
N e w Y o r k T imes
agreement with Fords lawyers
for Dr. Blasey to speak Thursday
regarding her claim. Tentative
conditions have been decided
such that, while he will most
t.
likely be asked to speak first
sequentially, Kavanaugh will be
able to publicly defend himself.
The hightened stakes are not
1
lost on the political world, nor
on the general public. Ideals
such as “innocent until proven
guilty” are being ideologically
pitted against “all victims
deserve to be believed.” While
G etty Images
these accusations aren'ta firstfor
WASHINGTON, D.C. — (top) Brett Kavanaugh at his hearing, Supreme Court confirmation,
(bottom) Senators Chuck Grassley and Dianne Felnsteln sit In the added division of the
current political environment
the Senate Judlcary Committee room.
has many struggling to rectify
been cleared several hours of the confirmation hearings their ideals about the American
before Booker's act of “civil as early as the 13th, as federal justice system. As of the time of
investigators were
notified this writing, another accuser,
disobedience.”
Deborah Ramirez, has very
More was to come of the regarding claims by a woman
situation, covered again in the who would later be revealed recently come forward with a
following week's Anchor article. as Christine Blasey Ford, a similar accusation regarding
Allegations ofsexual misconduct California professor of statistics. Kavanaughs college years. More
made their way to the forefront Ford claims that Kavanaugh isexpected to develop thisweek.
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This W e e k o n the Hill
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24:
On Monday, no votes were heard in
the House.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25:
On Tuesday, the House met at 12
p.m. for morning hour and 2 p.m.
for legislative business. Votes were
postponed until 6:30 p.m.
1) H.R. 6735 - Public-Private Cybersecurity Cooperation Act, as amend
ed.
2) H.R. 6740 - Border Tunnel Task
Force Act.
3) H.R. 6620 - Protecting Critical
Infrastructure Against Drones and
Emerging Threats Act.
4) H.R. 6742 - Secure Border Com
munications Act.
5) S. 3479 - Department of Veterans
Affairs Expiring Authorities Act of
2018.
6) H.R. 6378 - Pandemic and All-Haz
ards Preparedness and Advancing In
novation Act of 2018, as amended.
7) H.R. 2278 - Responsible Dispos
al Reauthorization Act of 2018, as
amended.
8) H.R. 2389 - To reauthorize the
West Valley demonstration project,
and for other purposes, as amended.
9) H.R. 1320 - Nuclear Utilization of
Keynote Energy Act, as amended.
10) H.R. 6511 - Strategic Petroleum
Reserve Reform Act, as amended.
11) S. 2554 - Patient Right to Know
Drug Prices Act.
12) S. 2553 - Know the Lowest Price
Act of 2018.
13) H.R. 6580 - Kerrie Orozco First

The United Nations ‘Sovereignty W e e k ’

Responders Family Support Act, as
amended.
14) H.R. 1872 - Reciprocal Access
to Tibet Act of 2018, as amended.

S a m Mason
N

ation/

W

orld

15) H.R. 6758 - SUCCESS Act, as
E ditor

amended.
16) .H.R. 6847 - Preventing Child Ex

President Donald Trump
is set to address the United
Nations General Assembly on
Tuesday, September 25. When
asked what his opening remarks
will involve, a source within
the administration stated a one
word summary: “Sovereignty.”
In addition to his opening
remarks to the United Nations
General Assembly, President
Trump plans to highlight two
main issues throughout the
week: the global opioid crisis
and the “malign activity" of Iran.
The president plans to address
a counter-narcotics summit,
which will mainly focus on
opioids that have been arriving
from China. He wants to label
this particular topic as a “global
issue.” However, many in the
media have begun to believe th^t
this angle is solely for show and
will not produce any real results.
As far as Iran, Trump is
supposed to chair a U N Security
Council briefing that will
discuss "counter-proliferation."
President Trump wants to single
out Iran when it comes to the
proliferation of ballistic missiles
during the Iran deal. Negotiated

ploitation Act of 2018.
17) H.Con.Res. 72 - Expressing the
sense of Congress that child safety
isthe firstpriorityof custody and visi
tation adjudications, and that State
courts should Improve adjudications
of custody where family violence is
alleged.
18) H.R. 5075 - Ashanti Alert Act of
2018, as amended.
19) H.R. 6013 - Migratory Bird
Framework and Hunting Opportuni
ties for Veterans Act.
20) H.R. 6299 - Nevada Lands Bill
Technical Corrections Act of 2018.

by the Obama Administration,
the Iran deal was supposed
to bring an era of non
proliferation regarding nuclear
weapons. However, that was
unfortunately not the case. Iran
broke from the deal in multiple
places. They were found to
have to have operated more
advanced uranium-enrichment
centrifuges than was permitted
and announced that they had
the capability to initiate a mass
production of these centrifuges.
Also, they exceeded the limits
on production and storage of

heavy water which would allow
the operation of plutoniumproducing heavy-water, nuclear
reactors. Additionally, Iran
covertly procured nuclear and
missile technology outside of
the allotted channels. German
intelligence contributes to this
finding. Lastly, Iran refused to
allow inspectors to access the
nuclear research and military
facilities. All of these violations
are extremely serious when
dealing with an extremely
delicate deal such as this one.
Many European countries were

involved in the oversight and
funding of this deal. Eventually,
President Trump pulled out
of the entire deal, and now
he is looking to highlight the
problems in Iran at this summit.
Wh e n discussing the Iran
deal, many Republican officials
are not happy. According to
a source from Axios, they're
“pissed the Europeans are
refusing to do anything about
it, so they're going to continue
laying out evidence in front of
the public to shame them into
acting...”

WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER
26 AND THE BALANCE OF
THE WEEK:
On Wednesday and Thursday, the
House will meet at 10 a.m. for morn
ing hour and 12 p.m. for legislative
business.
On Friday, the House will meet at 9
a.m. for legislative business. Last
votes expected no later than 3 p.m.

Markets & Morality hosts first event
Cameron Geddes

speakers and intellectuals, film
screenings such as the one held
Last Monday, “Eminent Monday, travel opportunities to
Domain” was the takeaway visit organizations associated
phrase
from
Markets
& with the group and weekend
Morality’s first public event of retreats (Those interested in
the semester. Held in Winants joining the club, or simply
Auditorium, the group held a becoming a “friend of M & M ” are
screening of the 2017 Courtney encouraged to contact the group’s
Balaker film “Little Pink House,” director, Professor Sarah Estelle.)
After opening with a brief
which discusses property rights
describing
the
and government overreach. The introduction
film itself ran for approximately significance of Constitution Day
an hour and a half, after which a and its connection to property
short discussion and Q & A session rights, the group began their
was held by Dr. David Ryden of showing of “Little Pink House.”
the Political Science department. The film tells the real-life story
As a primarily economics- of Susette Kelo, a resident of
oriented group, Markets & N e w London, Connecticut who
Morality centers on the ideas becomes engaged in a legal
of free enterprise, political firestorm involving a private
thought, Christian values and corporation’s drive to forcefully
social ethics. The group typically repurpose her land. Kelo, played
consists of around a dozen by Catherine Keener, isa recently
members from varying majors divorced E M T trying to renovate
and grade levels, who meet a run-down small home with a
regularly for events on the themes prime view of the river. Pfizer,
aforementioned; these may be a pharmaceutical conglomerate
reading meetings, dinnertime who has just recently developed
discussions
with
prominent Viagra, wants to develop on a

Staff Writer

plot of land appropriated under
the tcN e w London Development
Company” that includes Kelo’s
“little pink house.” After she
refuses to sell to them, even for
above-market prices, they move
to invoke “Eminent Domain”
which designates seizure of her
house. Why? Because it’s for
“the public good,” which they
have little legal responsibility to
prove. This case makes it all the
way to the Supreme Court, in
one of the most notable decisions
in modem judicial history.
Markets & Morality took care
to ensure that this was not simply
a movie night; the event was
sponsored by the departments
of Political Science, Economics
and Business, as well as PreLaw Society. Dr. Ryden, Hope’s
professor
of
Constitutional
Law; spoke for approximately
twenty minutes, being sure to
answer all relevant questions
and giving some insight into the
subject. The event even featured
shaped cookies, with a yellow
bulldozer and a pink house.

FOUNDATION OF ECONOMIC EDUCATION

The “Little Pink House” -The centerpiece for the first M & M
film event.
The next public event hosted
by Markets & Morality will

be a lecture on Oct. 15,
featuring Dr. Paul Glewwe.

Hope college grants. H o w w e get them and why not to take them for granted
Timothy Doorenbos
Voices Editor
“As Ilook around atthe students
in Phelps dining hall, ninety-two
percentofthem areon scholarship.
That money didn’t grow on the
trees in the pine grove. That
money was given by somebody.”
This is Bob Johnson, a Hope
Alumni working for development
and
alumni
engagement.
“When I was a sophomore
at Hope, I was thinking that
the tuition I was paying was
paying for everything. Not true.
The tuition I was paying was
covering about two-thirds to
three-quarters of total expense
for running the college. There’s
a huge system of paying the
bills at a place like Hope.”
Johnson cites a large source
Hope’s income as coming from
gifts to the college. “Alumni is
number one [in terms of giving].
Parents would be number two. We
haveparentsthatarevery generous
to the college. They appreciate
the education provided at Hope.”
Of course, this subject was far
from Johnson’s mind until he
began working atHope years later.
“M y brother knew a guy
who was a retired fundraiser at
Hope. M y brother said, ‘you
should meet this guy and talk
to him about Hope.’ I did,
and three months later, I was
working there, raising money.”
Johnson detailed the many
changes Hope has undertaken
since his initial time as a
student at the institution.
“Since then, we’ve added
majors that are very tangible

majors, namely nursing and
engineering; Those are newer
programs here. They’re not
really all that typical for a liberal
arts college. Most of the M I A A
(Michigan IntercollegiateAthletic
Association) schools don’t have
those majors. It brings us in the
neighborhood of one hundred and
twenty-five students per class.”
Johnson references student
need as the source of this change.
“W e had students who would
graduate from Hope and then
go to nursing school, and we
thought, ‘Hey, why don’t we
look at starting a nursing school?’
We started one in conjunction
with Calvin, so we could share
some faculty and hire full time
faculty in those firstcouple years.
Likewise, we did not offer
an engineering degree, but we
had students who wanted to be
engineers. There was what was
known as a three-two program.
A student would take three years
at Hope getting his basics then
transfer and get his engineering
degree fortwo more years. [Now]
those students are getting jobs.
Some of them are going to grad
school, but most of them are
getting job offers right now. So
that’s a good piece of growth.”
While Johnson cited other
reasons for Hope’s growth,
namely the quality ofHolland and
Hope’s facilities, he emphasized
Hope’s faith growth as the other
main reason for its development.
“In my day, in the late seventies,
the mandatory thing had been
dropped. Twenty-five students at
chapel would be the norm. N o w
roughly half the student body is
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HOPE.EDU

SCHOLARSHIPS
AND
TUITION - Bob Johnson,
Regional Development
Director, explains the
scholarship process.
involved in campus ministries”
Moreover,
faith plays a
large role in the alumni that
Johnson’s works with because
“there are a lot of hope alumnae
who give to Hope somewhat
because of the faith factor as
a decision in their process.”
This belief in a faith that life is
more than about oneself leads to
the changes on Hope’s campus
happening today. But how does
Johnson work with alumni to plan
these changes? He responded
to that question as such:
“When someone makes a gift of
one hundred bucks that goes to
the general Hope fund, but ifyou
make a gift of six figures we talk
about ‘how would you like to use
that?’We make sure their desires
are legal and kosher, and that we
can carry out their desires. Ifthey
say they wanted a red-haired lefthanded philosophy major, we
say ‘Well maybe we can’t award
that every year. We might have
----

2018 Fall S emester Staff

that student every fourth or fifth
year, but we might not have that
student on a regular basis, so we
have to tweak that a bit.’Then we
draw up paperwork so that we
promise you that we will indeed
when you do pass away and
leave us this big estate gift, that
we will use your money for this
purpose. W e sign it.They sign it.”
Johnson described his favorite
example
of this process:
“There was a woman about
seven years ago who was the
child of a single parent family
because her father was killed in
an auto accident when she was
an infant; So she inherited her
mother’s money, and she wanted
to start a scholarship here for a
student of a single parent family
caused by the death of a parent.
She asked if she could do that.
W e talked to the registrar and to
the dean of students; and the both
said, ‘Yeah. We want to know
who that student is.’So she has a
scholarship here now, it’s known
as The Powers Fund, for the
student of a single parent family
caused by the death of a parent.
And that kid now will always
get a little extra scholarship
money
because
of
that.
I thought it was very touching.
It’s unique, it’s personal and
it’s quite needed. Chances are
that student that grew up in
that family; there’s probably
a
financial
need
there.”
Which explains why Johnson
is so proud of his work. “We do
other things that are a bit more
mundane but still important to
the person giving the money; and
that’s what matters. I look forward

to Monday mornings. I like the
donors with who I interact.”
Still, he wanted to clarify
the limits of his work.
“The challenge then is we have
thirty-five thousand living alum.
About five thousand give. Are
you going to be one of the thirty
thousand alum who says, T paid
my tuition; I’m out of there,’ or
are you gonna be one of the five
who says, T got my degree; and
I want other students to be able
to have that same experience;
and therefore I give back?
I’m an advocate ofHope seniors
making a giftwhen they graduate.
Not a big gift. Twenty bucks,
maybe. As you get older, get
into a career path where you’ll
do a little better think about a
bigger gift. We have a lot of
students who gain a scholarship
because
an
alum
gave.”
Johnson
emphasized
one
final reason why Hope is
worth
donating
towards.
“I think Hope is very different
from Wheaton or Kalamazoo.
(Wheaton being very conformist
in
their
religious
views.
Kalamazoo being conformist in
their non-religious views.) I don’t
think there are too many students
who would consider Wheaton and
Kalamazoo, but we have students
who would consider Hope and
Kalamazoo or Hope and Wheaton.
That’s part of the beauty of Hope.
Hope is thriving because
we
have people on that
socio-political-religious
spectrumwho areatdifferentpoints
and yet thrive together at Hope.
Not every school has that. You
shouldn’t take that for granted.”

—
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Student Congress begins work

Studying
Leadership team meets to discuss prevalent issues on campus abroad
reduces
ignorance
toward other
cultures and
countries

voices and concerns of students with the
administration.
“A main part of my role is the internal
Made up of 28 members, Student affairs of student congress such as
Congress aims to express the voices ofthe organizing meetings and workflow,”
student body. Alongside fellow members, Alberda said. “Each day as the vice
the Executive Board, consisting of Jason president brings a new and unique task.”
Gomor^ (president), Chandler Alberda
The Controller has a large variety of
(Vice President), Leah Asen (Controller) responsibilities.
and Holden Dippel (Controller Elect),
“One of m y biggest responsibilities is
serve to empower the students.
to work with my committee to allocate
“As the Hope College Student the Student Activity Fee (which is part
Body President, I serve as the chief of our tuition cost). This money funds all
representative of the students, dedicated of the student groups here on campus,”
to understanding and empowering Asen said.
the voice of my peers in institutional
Asen also works alongside Dippel, the
decisions and communication with Controller Elect.
senior administrators, faculty, staff and
“[We] manage the student group
the Board of Trustees regarding concerns accounts, special project funds and our
of the student body,” Gomory said. “I endowed account,” Asen said. “W e love
meet regularly with President Voskuil, working with the other members of
Provost Short-Thompson and Dean Congress on all of their projects as well.”
Frost to advocate on behalf of my peers,
Each Monday, General Congress
voicing concerns of the student body and eetings are held from 7:30-9:00 p.m.
discussing ways to solve them.”
These meetings are open to any student
Like the President, the Vice President who wants to attend. Each meeting cpvers
works to understand and share the a wide variety of topics, from committee
and board updates,
to
a
business
portion,
allowing
members to discuss
both the old and
new concerns of
students.
“Occasionally we
are joined by guest
speakers such as
President Voskuil,
Provost
ShortThompson and our
advisor, Dean Frost,”
Gomory said.
M a d eline Suhrhelnrlch
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Specifically during the 2018-2019
school year, Student Congress isfocusing
on campus security, course evaluations,
academic regalia at commencement and
the Bultman Student Center. However,
more specific goals are stillin the works.
Being on the Executive Board isa large
task, but each member has a passion for
representing his/her fellow students.
“I have always had a passion for
improving
the
communities
and
organizations that Iam a part of,”Alberda
said. “I love Hope College and I knew I
wanted to have a hand in making this
campus the best that itcan be.”
Like Alberda, Gomory also strives to
better the Hope community.
“One of my passions is to listen to
people's stories, concerns, wants and
needs, grievances and passions,” Gomory
said. Student Congress provides me the
opportunity to turn this listening into
action by taking the stories I have heard
to those who need to hear them.”
Asen also shares the same passion,
as required of a member of Student
Congress.
“I was really passionate about giving
back to the school,” Asen said. “Through
Congress, Ihave the opportunity to serve
as a voice for the students and advocate
for positive changes on campus."
All students are encouraged to
communicate their thoughts with
Student Congress.
“W e strive to advocate on behalf of all
students and we want every student to
know they have a place where they can be
heard,” Gomory said.
To get involved with Student Congress,
attend a meeting or email congress®
hope.edu.

Cabinet
Abby Scutch, Secretary
Chris Wood, Parlimentarian
Matt Scheneman, Chief of Public Affairs
Lydia Berkey, Chief of Culture and Inclusion
Cole DeVos, Senior Class Representative
Katie Lund, Junior Class Representative
Lana Van Til, Junior Class Representative
Chandler Erdos, Sophomore Class Representative
Aubrey Wilson, Sophomore Class Representative

General Congress

H0PE.EDU

BEAMING WITH PRIDE — Student Congress Presi
dent, Jason Gomory (’19), Is passionate about his role
and the opportunity It gives to advocate for student
rights.

Executive Board
Jason Gomory, President
Chandler Alberda, Vice President
Leah Asen, Controller
Holden Dippel, Controller Elect

Keely lacovoni, Cook Hall
Mical Knafel, Cook Hall
Ethan Graber, Durfee Hall
Allyssa Morehouse, Dykstra Hall
Abigail Holm, Dykstra Hall
Mara Benitez, Dykstra Hall
Grace Purdue, Gilmore Hall
Kesline Senesca, Kollen Hall
Andrew Rapps, Kollen Hall
Ruth Holloway, Kollen Hall
Anthony Orozco, Lichty Hall
Mary Kamara-Hagemeyer, Scott Hall
Quincey Glupker, Neighborhood
Gareth Ulmer, Off-Campus
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Wh e n I began telling people I was
coming to India for the semester, Istarted
receiving lots of advice on what to be
aware of upon my arrival.
Regardless of the fact that I had been
to India earlier in the summer and was
reading countless articles and books for
preparation, many people still saw to it
that their vision of India became a part
of my own.
In many ways, I became irritated with
the harsh warnings from people who
had never traveled here and equally as
annoyed with the “Eat, Pray, Love”images
that seemed to be all people wanted to
know.
Throughout these past few weeks, my
irritation has come more into focus and I
have realized that my own ignorance sat
deep underneath.
I will only ever be able to see India
through the lens of the American student
of its lands and people that I am. To me,
the car horns will always be loud and too
abundant, the food will always be spicy
and the culture may be beautiful, but it
will always be different.
I can try to stray from comparing
everything and push past my Western
worldview, but my life experiences will
always shape the way I see India.
Yet, I was so quick to judge those who
used their only lens of India to advise
me. Whe n ignorance meets ignorance,
progress towards higher grounds falters
and falls.
This experience will become a tool to
stretch the lens of m y unwanted advisers
with my stories and adventures that
push past the images of India they hold.
However, Ithink being here has made me
realize how much stretching my lens has
to do too.
People who came running to me with
advice have taught me so much about
perceptions of India in the U.S. and
with that knowledge, I can add to the
conversation instead of letting irritation
push itaway.
There may be wrong action, but there
isno wrong lens into the world.
I am coming to understand that
the beautiful thing about advice is that
listening to it can sometimes tell much
more than taking it.

m a y cancel its charges for the portion of the ad if, in the publisher's reason
able judgment, the ad has been rendered valueless by the mistake.
Advertisement Deadlines: All ad and classified requests must be submitted
by 5 p.m. Monday, prior to W e d n e s d a y distribution.
Contact Information: To submit an ad or a classified, or to request a bro
chure or other information, contact our Ads Representative at anchorads®
hope.edu. To contact our office, email us at anchor@hope.edu.
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Kruizenga showcases Christian art
Exhibition sheds new, colorful life on old traditions
E m m a DesLauriers-Knop
C ontributing W
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Friday, September 21, Dr.
Neal Sobana, a graduate of Hope
College, class of 1968, taught
a lecture entitled “Giving Art,
Seeking Salvation: Encounters
with Artists and Donors in the
Ethiopian Orthodox Church.”
The lecture was intended to
supplement the new exposition
in the Kruizenga Art Center,
open now until December 15.
Dr. Sobana provided some
insightsthatenhance theviewing
experience of the exposition,
of which he was the primary
provider of the pieces displayed.
W h e n he graduated from Hope,
he joined the Peace Corps
and was relocated to Ethiopia,
where he became fascinated
by their culture and devotion
to Christianity. Located on the
Eastern edge of Africa, Ethiopia
has been host to a largeChristian
community, which dates back to
fourth century C.E., long before
Christian evangehsts arrived.
Dr. Sobana stated that as many
as 60 percent of the population
are Christians (though he did
say that the statistics can vary
depending on the sources, as
some states number closer to
45 percent). The Highlands
of Ethiopia serve as home to
the majority of the Christian
population and the setting of
which the art displayed in the
exhibit comes from.
The exhibition itself is
entitled “Living Tradition,”
which accurately describes the
circumstances of which the
works featured were created.
Upon
entrance
into
the
exhibit, an eruption of color
disrupts the stark white walls
of the Kruizenga. Each piece
is a vibrant tribute to critical
events in Christian history. A
particularly striking piece is an
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— Rich colors found In the
paintings show contrast be
tween Western and Ethiopian
Orthodox Christian art styles.

image ofMary holding Jesus, the
infant. What is so remarkable
is the great use of color.
Compared with many Western
depictions of the scene, which
are relatively muted and painted
in impressionist styles, thiswork
is rich with color, as Mary is
draped in a fine blue robe and
surrounded by warm reds and
golds. Many of the other pieces
featured in the exhibit share that
same strong use of bright colors
and bring a new perspective to
scenes commonly portrayed in
muted tones.
Dr. Sobana used this image of
Mary and several other featured
works to explain another
facet of Ethiopian Orthodox
Christian art. He told the story

that a huge part of Christianity
is giving. He reasoned that
when people give money to
the church, they do not really
know where it goes, but when
they give art, they can see itand
know that others can learn from
those images. This iswhy giving
art to the church is so much
more common; it is a tangible
donation. Art is how believers
express gratitude and how they
pay back for what they have
received.
E m m a DesLauriers-Knop
To close his lecture, Dr.
of an Ethiopian nun who had the Sobana expressed how this
piece commissioned but passed tradition of giving art to the
away before its completion. As church, while very much alive,
a tribute, the artist included is under fire. He explained that
her in the painting in the lower much has remained the same:
left-hand corner. It is fairly the reasons for creating and
common for artists to include the inspiration behind it. What
the commissioners or loved has changed are the artists
ones in their paintings. He told and those who create these
another story of a father who incredible images. The tradition
commissioned an artist with his of handmade art continues, but
deceased son's money to create it must compete with modern
a work to be donated to the printmaking and reproduction,
church and include his son in it which he explained don't have
the same heart behind them. It
as a final tribute to him.
This brings us to the heart is his hope, in the creation of
of the importance of these this exhibit, that the traditional
works in Ethiopian Orthodox hand-painted and carved works
Christianity: art as a tribute. The will persevere and that heart
very epicenter of the exhibit is and generosity remain the root
generosity. Dr. Sobana explained of the creation of it.

Kruizenga Art Museum: Living
Tradition
Q & A With Matthew Baker and
Kathleen McGookey -Sept. 27,
3:30 p.m. @ Fried Hemenway
Auditorium
JRVWS -Matthew Baker and
Kathleen McGookey Reading
-Sept 27, 7 p.m. @ Jack H. Miller
Coffeehouse -Sept 27, 9 p.m.
@ BSU Program Area
Margaret Glaspy -Sept 28, 8 p.m.
@ Knickerbocker Theatre

1. The House With A Clock In Its
Walls
2. A Simple Favor
3. The Nun
4. The Predator (2018)
5. Crazy Rich Asians

New Music
Avril Lavigne -“Head Above Water”
Band Perry -Coordinates (EP)
Blithe -“Mission"
Chainsmokers feat. Kelsea Ballerini
-“This Feeling”
Cher -“One of Us"
Imagine Dragons -“Zero"
KESHA -“Here Comes the Change"
Machine Gun Kelly-Binge (EP)
Mumford & Sons -“Guiding Light"
Neighbourhood -Ever Changing (EP)
Noah Cyrus -Good Cry (EP)
Rita Ora -“Let You Love Me”
TYGA -“Dip”
Tyler the Creator “Peach Fuzz"
Brockhampton - Iridescence
Josh Groban -Bridges
Prince -Piano & A Microphone
1983

The Big Read 2018
‘Station Eleven’by Emily St. John
Mandel

This Week’s Netfllx
Releases
Chefs Table (V5)
El Marginal (S2)
Forest of Piano
Hold the Dark
Jack Whitehall: Travels with My
Father (S2)
Lessons From A School Shooting:
Notes from Dunblane
Lost Song
Made in Mexico
Reboot: The Guardian Code (S2)
Skylanders Academy (S3)
The 3rd Eye
Two Catalonias
Big Miracle
The Shining

Billboard Top 10 Songs
:

E ditor

'Ever since they were
founded in 2011, Bryn Cohn &
Artists have been performing
all around the country, with
their latest destination being
the Knickerbocker Theatre
downtown. Bryn Cohn is
a
nationally
recognized
dancemaker,
writer
and
educator, as well as the founder
of the group. Cohn graduated
from the California Institute of
the Arts with a Bachelor of Fine
Arts in dance and has taught at
several universities and dance
centers. She has also been
commissioned by Louis Vuitton,
Grand Valley State University,
California State University
and several other big-name
companies since graduating
college. Cohn is currently
pursuing a Master of Fine Arts
candidacy at the University of

Upcoming Events

COLOR

Abigail B a c h e
rts

rief

Top Movies From the
Weekend

Knickerbocker hosts renowned dance group
A

In B

1. Maroon 5 feat. Card)^B -“pirls
Like You"
'
2. Drake -“In My Feelings0-'!l
‘i
3. Eminem -“Killshot,"
4. Juice W RLD -%uQldQreartis”
5. Post Malone -“Better Now"
6. Cardi B, Bad Bunny & J Balvin
-“ILike It”
7. Kanye West & Lil Pump -“ILove
It"
8. 6ix9ine feat. Nicki Minaj & Murda
Beatz -“FEFE”
9. Travis Scott -“Sicko Mode"
10. 5 Seconds of Summer “Youngblood"

Who’s Playing Coffeehouse
Hope College

WORDLESS NARRATIVE — Cohn & Artists tell stories through movement.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
Cohn
and the Artists,
Chelsea
Ainsworth,
Nico
Gonzales,
Jessica
Malat,
Yuliya Romanskaya and Will
Tomaskovic, performed four
pieces Friday night in their show
titled “The Art of Loss." All four
pieces were choreographed by

Cohn and were pulled from a
collection of repertory from
2012-2017.
“Skin,” "Home"
(excerpt) and " 4 A M ” were all
performed by the full dance
company, while “IfYou Sink”was
a duet. Each performance told a
story through the choreography
and the movements of the

artists.
The Great Performance
Series is putting on six shows
for the 2018-19 season. Tickets
for individual shows or for the
season can be purchased at the
Hope Ticket office or by calling
616-395-7890. Tickets are free
for Hope students.

9 p.m. -Mallory Shinn
10 p.m. -Jordan George

Hope Talent
Michael J. Pineda -"Lady Luck,"
“Headspace”
Julian Lugo -Thank You
Available on music streaming
services (iTunes, Spotlfy)

Yoga thrives in the Pine Grove
M a deline Suhrhelnrlch
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As we begin our fifth week
of the semester, we hit the point
where stress kicks in. Papers are
piling up and numerous exams
are approaching. Luckily, The
Student Activities Committee
(SAC) kept our health and
happiness in mind. This past
Saturday, SAC put on Yoga in the
Pine Grove. This opportunity
allowed students to de-stress
and relax in the fresh air with
friends.
Hopefully,
this
event
inspired students to continue a
healthy lifestyle. If you couldn’t
make it, you should not forget
about yoga. Yoga contains
both physical and mental
benefits, allowing participants

to completely transform their
lifestyles for the better.
According to Yoga Journal,
the biggest benefit of yoga is
increased
flexibility. Many
pains, such as back and knee,
all begin with tight muscles.
By increasing flexibility in the
muscles, these pains begin to go
away. Another physical benefit
of yoga is improved posture.
Everyday we see someone with
poor posture. Even if it is hard
to sit up straight in our math
class, poor posture can lead to
all types of body pains, and let’s
be honest, you don’t look the
best. Sitting or standing upright
can lead to a painless and overall
better looking appearance, and
itcan be solved with yoga.
A common fear of college

students is weight gain. The it overtakes us; we’ve all been
‘Freshman 15’ is very real and there and we just need to relax.
can happen at any time. Luckily, According to Yoga Journal,
yoga is a relaxing way to avoid “Yoga encourages you to relax,
dreading the scale. Yoga has slow your breath, and focus on
been proven to not only prevent the present." By doing so, both
weight gain, but actually help heart rate and blood pressure
with weight loss. In addition, can decrease.
college students often have
“Yoga helps me calm down,”
issues with sleeping. Whether it Olivia VanArk (‘22) said. “It
is due to an exam the next day, forces me to stop thinking about
or just sleeping in another bed, my life and focus on just moving
getting a regular and consistent and breathing.”
amount of sleep is challenging.
Yoga has also been proven
When someone has a regular to help depression. According
yoga practice, sleeping becomes to a study done by Boston
much easier. Studies suggest University, participants with
yoga leads to deeper sleep.
depression who participated
Something often associated in three months of consistent
with yoga is relaxation. College yoga displayed lower scores
students' stress is constantly by 50 percent on depression
going up day by day. Sometimes, screening
questionnaires.

Chemically, yoga can lead to an
increase of serotonin levels in
the body. This chemical relates
directly to one’s happiness.
Finally, yoga can also lead to
better focus. One of the main
elements of yoga is focusing on
breathing and the present and
straying away from the thoughts
that build up in the mind.
Whether you attended Yoga
in the Grove or not, yoga can
lead to benefits all around. To
get involved in the yoga scene,
try checking out the Hope yoga
club. Run by Alaina Streberger
(‘20), the club is dedicated to
“building community, spreading
knowledge of the yoga practice,
and promoting health and
wellness. Follow them on
Instagram @hopeyogaa.

Fun fall food recipes to tiy, enjoy
B r y n n e Frityofson

of batter onto the waffle iron
and cook (batter will be thick).
I’m going to let you in on a M y KitchenAid Waffle Baker
littlesecret... there’s more to fall timer was set for three minutes.
recipes than a pumpkin spice Top with butter, syrup, whipped
latte. That’s pretty thrilling, cream and/or cinnamon if
right? There are Htso many desired.
amazing recipes out there that
For lunch, an easy and low
can get you into the fall spirit. maintenance recipe is the fall
Trust me, I love some good Buddha Bowl. A Buddha Bowl
pumpkin and apple recipes. consists of throwing together
Here are a few of m y favorite vegetables, fruits and some of
picks for every kind of meal your favorite proteins/seeds
occasion.
to create a healthy and tasty
For breakfast: pumpkin way to get all the nutrients you
spice waffles! This is a great way need. Try a fall inspired Buddha
to give Starbucks a break and Bowl with sweet potatoes,
get your fillof pumpkin spice in squash, kale, pumpkin seeds,
an edible form. Reicpe is from apples, and dress it with an
Lovely Little Kitchen.
apple vinaigrette. Recipe isfrom
Directions:
Mindful Avocado.
Directions:
Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
S taff W
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Pumpkin Spice Waffles
INGREDIENTS
1/2 cup coconut oil
1/2 cup sugar
1/2 cup brown sugar, packed
15 ounces pure pumpkin
puree
2 eggs (separated)
1/2 cup whole milk
1 teaspoon Pumpkin
Pie Spice Extract
1 teaspoon vanilla
11/2 cups all purpose flour
1 tablespoon baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup finely chopped
pecans (optional)
Preheat waffle iron according
to directions. In a large bowl,
whisk the coconut oil (in liquid
form), both kinds of sugar,
pumpkin puree, egg yolks and
milk together until smooth.
Add the pumpkin pie spice
extract and vanilla extract and
stir. In a separate bowl, mix the
flour, baking powder and salt
together. Stir the flour mixture
into the pumpkin mixture until
combined. In the bowl of an
electric mixer, whisk egg whites
until they are white and fluffy
with soft peaks. Carefully and
gently fold the egg whites into
the batter. Scoop about 3/4 cup

Fall Buddka Bowl
Herbed Quinoa:
1/2 cup uncooked quinoa
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1 teaspoon thyme
1 teaspoon rosemary
1/2 teaspoon sage
1 teaspoon lemon juice
Squash:
1 m e d i u m butternut
squash about 3 cups cubed
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 teaspoon olive oil
Dressing:
4 Tablespoons olive oil
2 Tablespoons tahini
sesame seed butter
2 Tablespoons apple
cider vinegar
2 Tablespoons water
11/2 teaspoon honey
1 teaspoon lemon juice
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper

Using a vegetable peeler,
remove skin from squash. Cut
lengthwise and spoon out seeds.
Cut into cubes and place in
mixing bowl. Add one teaspoon
olive oil and 1/4 teaspoon salt
and pepper. Mix well. Spread

evenly onto baking sheet and
bake squash for 25 minutes.
After 25 minutes, remove from
oven and flip squash with fork.
W h e n squash is fully cooked,
you should be able to stick a
fork through a piece with ease.
Let cool and turn down oven
temperature to 300 degrees.
In small saucepan, bring 1 cup
water to a boil. When water
is boiling, add quinoa and
reduce heat to low-medium.
Put lid on pot and let simmer
15-20 minutes. W h e n fully
cooked, fluff with fork and add
all ingredients for quinoa. Mix
well. Remove stems from kale
and tear into bite sized pieces.
Place in colander and rinse well.
Put squash in a bowl and set
aside. Place kale on baking sheet
and bake in oven for 5 minutes.
Remove kale from oven and let
cool. In a small mixing bowl,
add all the ingredients for
dressing and mix well. Assemble
bowls with quinoa, kale, squash,
apples, walnuts, pepitas and
dressing.
For dinner, there's nothing
better than a pasta dish to fill
you up. For this fall season, try
pumpkin alfredo for a dinner
dish. This will add the perfect
amount of fall flavor along with
topping the dish with parsley
and nutmeg for some extra
flavor.

a boil over high heat. Add a tea
spoon of salt to the boiling wa
ter, then add fettuccine. Cook
until al dente (check package
instructions). Meanwhile, melt
butter over medium-low heat.
Stir in garlic and cook for about
a minute, careful not to burn.
Stir in half & half, Parmesan,
pumpkin and nutmeg. Stir un
til sauce is heated through and
cheese is melted. Stir in pasta
water, about 1/4 cup at a time,
until sauce is desired consis
tency (I used about 1/2 a cup,
and itwas thick and creamy. For
a thinner sauce, use more wa
ter). Add pasta and cook over
medium-high heat until sauce is
smooth and pasta iswell coated;
about 1-2 minutes. Divide into
bowls and garnish with fresh
chopped parsley and fresh grat
ed Parmesan, ifdesired.
For dessert: An incredible
idea to get your fill of sugar
are apple fries with caramel ice
cream. This is a quick and easy
way to prepare and enjoy apples
with an even sweeter twist. This
recipe is from Favorite Family
Recipes.

Pumpkin Alfredo
INGREDIENTS
1 pound fettuccine
(reserve 1 cup of pasta water)
6 tablespoons butter
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 cup pumpkin puree
(not pie filling)
1/8 teaspoon nutmeg
2/3 cup half & half
1/2 cup freshly grated
Parmesan cheese
1 tablespoon fresh
chopped parsley

Directions:
Bring a stockpot of water to

APPLE FRIES
Directions:
In a fry pan, or deep fryer
heat vegetable oil for frying.
Mix together the buttermilk and
sugar in a medium size bowl.
Peel and slice apples and add
them to the buttermilk mixture
as you go to prevent browning.
In a shallow dish, put a layer

Ice Cream
INGREDIENTS
For the Apples:
4 to 5 tart apples w e used
Pink Ladies
1 cup buttermilk
1 cup sugar
Wond r a flour
vegetable oil for frying
cinnamon and sugar to
taste
For the Dip:
8 oz cream cheese
8 oz Cool Whip or 1 cup
whipping cream with 1/2
cup sugar-whipped until
stiff
1 cup caramel sauce store
bought or h o m e m a d e (see
above)

of wonder flour. Pull the apples
out of the buttermilk mix one at
a time and lightly coat all sides
in the flour. Wh e n oil is nice
and hot, gently place coated
apples into the oil so they are
not touching, when the bottom
side begins to turn golden, flip
over and brown the second side.
Quickly remove to a tray lined
with paper towels to soak up
excess grease and cool. Sprinkle
immediately with cinnamon and
sugar while they are hot. For
the dip, mix together the cream
cheese and Cool Whip until
completely blended, then stir
in the caramel sauce. Place into
a bowl for dipping and drizzle
a little extra caramel sauce over
the top.
Whether you are using the
kitchen in the basement of your
dorm or have the luxury of your
own kitchen space, these are
great ways to make a fall dish
to share with friends. Instead
of settling for premade and
pricy seasonal foods at Meijer,
try these recipes to get into the
Autumn spirit.

M e n ’s golf stays atop M I A A rankings
was a grind, but I was proud of record held by Hope alumni
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really
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Last
Saturday
Hope’s
volleyball team, ranked 13 in
the NCAA, played rival Calvin
College, ranked first in the
NCAA. This was the 99th match
between the rival colleges, led
by Calvin with a record of 68-30
among the games.
The Flying Dutch put up a
strong fight on Saturday after
losing the first two sets to the
Knights, forcing the game to a

fifth after winning the third and
fourth sets. Calvin came out on
top, winning the game 3-2.
Head coach Becky Schmidt
commented on the tight game.
“As is often the case, these
matches come down to serve
and pass. W h e n we were passing
and serving tough, we were
creating more opportunities for
ourselves and making it a little
bit harder for Calvin to attack
into our defense.”
The loss brings Hope's M I A A

record to 1-1 and the season
record to 11-2 overall. Hope had
some five point runs throughout
the sets,led by sophomore setter
Adair Cutler and freshmen Ana
Grunewald, helping the team
take two sets victoriously. Cutler
contributed five aces and 22
assists in the game.
Grunewald took 12 kills and
12 digs throughout the game,
showing up strong for her first
rivalry match. Schmidt “thought
when Ana got in, she did a

In Sports

Today
W o m e n ’s Soccer

Thursday
M e n ’s Golf
MIAA Jamboree No. 3
@ Marshall, Ml, 1 p.m.

Friday
M e n ’s Soccer
@ Marymount, VA, 5 p.m.

W o m e n ’s Volleyball
@ Millikin, 6 p.m.

M e n ’s Tennis
Fall UA @ St Louis, MO., TBA
H ope C ollege

JOSH GIBSON -

Senior
Josh Gibson, MIAA player of
the week and MIAA champ.
more win and gain more ground
on the other M I A^A competitors.

fantastic job of being able to mix
up some of the shots we were
giving them when we were out
of a system.”
She was followed by senior
Katie Rietberg at 11 kills,
freshman McKenna Otto at 10
kills and freshman Tracy Westra
who had 9 kills and 15 assists.
Hope fought well despite
the loss, risking Calvin their
undefeated season and nearly
upsetting N C A A rankings.

Saturday
M e n ’s Tennis
Fall ITA@ St Louis, MO., TBA

W o m e n ’s X-C
@ Greater Louisville Invitational
10:15 a.m.

M e n ’s X-C
@ Greater Louisville Invitational
10:15 a.m.

W o m e n ’s Soccer
vs. Olivet 12 p.m.

W o m e n ’s Volleyball
vs. Buena Vista, 12 p.m.
vs.Thomas More, 2 p.m.
@ Decatur, IL

W o m e n ’s Golf
MIAA Jamboree No. 4
@ Kalamazoo, Ml, 1 p.m.

M e n ’s Soccer
@ Wesley, 5 p.m.

Football

X- C t e a m s excel in p a c k s
three runners coming within a
minute of him.
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The men and women’s cross
country teams ran last Saturday another great showing with the
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another in the 5k
Head
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Mark
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who ran a 19:36,
not running this
taking 34th of
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in the women’s
[and women] to
^0PE^°LLEGE race. She was
step U P , showing BREANNA VANLAAN closely followed by
the strength in ourJunlor
Breanna sophomore Jacinda
team»
VanLaan led the Hope
Cole, senior Ellie
The men’s team women on Saturday.
Best,
freshman
ran hard with each of the five Sarah Cannon and freshman
scoring runners taking personal Madelyn Marciniak, who all
best times. The team was led by finished by the time of 19:50.
junior BrettSlayton who finished
The team travels Saturday
the 8k at a time of 25:21, taking to run at the Greater Louisville
24th of the 148 runners. He Invitational against a tough
was followed by senior Nicholai range of competition, looking to
Shaw, who ran a 25:45, the next pack up and race hard.

eek

@ Kalamazoo, 7 p.m.

Volleyball plays rivals, pushes Calvin to five-set m a t c h
S
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vs.Trine, 5 p.m.
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In B rief

SOCCER

MEET

Last Saturday the women's
soccer team beat John Carroll
University 3-0, impressively
scoring two goals within one
minute during the firsthalfof the
game. The shutout was achieved
not only with the scoring goals
but with sophomore goalie
Jordanne Ellingboe’s efforts with
three saves. The team begins
M I A A league play today playing
Kalamazoo College.
The men’s soccer team also
played last Wednesday against
Carthage College, securing a
new season record to 7-0. The
Flying Dutchmen won the game
1-0, the deciding goal scored by
junior Logan Bylsma and assisted
by senior Christian Dault.

MIAA
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK

WE DELIVER!

Cross Country
Brett Slayton (’20)
Men’s Golf
Josh Gibson (’19)
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Women’s Soccer
Lindsay Kooy (’22)
Defense

